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The Mustang GT The new Mustang GT, which Ford made available in spring , brings a crisper
silhouette and a number of overall refinements. Following many of the styling cues of the
famous Boss , the new Mustang GT receives new, more aggressive front and rear styling. The
late 's and early models were in the heydays of Ford's pony car styling and really helped define
the shape of the big three's factory muscle car look. Long chiseled hoods, with hood scoops or
louvers, front air-dam chin spoilers combined with powerful lines along their sides, rising up
like haunches as they pass the rear wheel bulges. Whether it was a Mustang, Camaro,
Challenger or Charger, these styling cues became synonymous with the term muscle car. And
the Mustang GT has them in spades. Combining these aggressive lines with both, visual and
functional new additions, the overall result is a new modern classic. The front grille and fascia
have been made to look stronger and more aggressive without appearing boxy, including a new
front splitter. The hood of the new Mustang GT has received heat extractors that are not only
functional, but look good. Further updating the car's crisp new lines are newly added LED bars
in front fascia , which, similar to Audi and Mercedes cars, define and stylize the car's headlamp
area. Speaking of lights, there's a surprise awaiting you, when you unlock your car at night.
Yes, you're seeing right, it's a Mustang pony logo projected onto the ground below your side
mirrors. The extra styling touches included changing the previously blacked out rocker area to
body color and performing the reverse treatment on the rear tail panel, with a new gloss black
panel reminiscent of the 70's Boss Mustang and Mach 1 minus the flat black honeycomb cars.
And the rear tail light bezels have a new smoked appearance, further blending them witn the
new rear treatment. The Ford Mustang GT specs include some new wheel finishes and styling
changes. The standard 18" painted aluminum wheel has had it's design updated. Ford's new
optional 19 inch wheel, comes in a gloss black finish, matching the new rear end treatment, and
a machined face for a more substantial look. Keeping everything glued to the pavement, are
some very nice looking and ground grabbing Pirelli P-Zero Nero performance tires. The overall
theme for the Mustang GT is refinement of the overall package and that includes interior details
and specs. The changes you see, are subtle but interesting. The shifter nob, for example, finally
receives a much needed facelift, making it much more sophisticated looking and getting rid of
it's previously dated and cheap appearance. From the comfort of your own steering wheel, you
can easily access voice activated calling via Bluetooth connection, and a USB media input on
the optional SYNC systems. That's fine, you say, but you can do that on a bunch of new cars.
That's just the starting point. With it's sophisticated voice recognition program and controls,
you can do some other cool things, like accessing and controlling some of your favorite mobile
apps , receive text messages audibly and even respond with up to 15 preset outgoing
messages. If you don't like those choices, you can even use the 8 inch touch screen yes it has a
touch screen to customize the messages to suit your needs. Personally, I think you'll already
having too much fun with that amazing Ford Coyote V8 tucked under the hood, but when you're
not out blazing up the asphalt, Ford's optional voice activated navigation system also adds a 10
GIG jukebox, with room for some 2, songs and even HD radio. And with the choice of the
optional voice operated dvd based nav system, you are going to have at no additional cost, a
built in DVD player, simply by popping a dvd into the slot and watching it on the built in 8 inch
SYNC console screen. Gotta love technology. Also, once you've completed a quick registration
online with Ford, you can access a personalized online report of your vehicle's health, from
information provided by the on-board diagnostic and maintenance program in your new pony
car. Sound performance has improved as well , with Ford's Shaker system power output
bumped up to watts and the Shaker Pro, with 9 speakers and watts of power combined with
better sound quality. The Mustang GT specs receive some upgrades under the hood as well on
the still practically new 5. Horsepower for the Coyote engine jumps from a healthy horsepower
to an even horsepower and torque specs reach lbs at 4, rpm, using lessons learned from the
Boss Interestingly, when compared to the Boss, the Ford 5. The other thing that's amazing, is
the fact that these incredibly powerful and surprisingly fuel efficient engines, are both running
compression in the The well balanced and newly powerful V6 pony cars in coupe form run3, and
3, lbs for manual and automatic shifting,respectively. The Mustang convertibles weigh 3, lbs for
the six speed standard and 3, lbs for the automatic, while the GT V8 versions are 3, lbs manual
and 3, lbs auto. These cars may seem heavy, but these numbers for the Mustang GT weight
figures, actually compare very favorably to the V6 powered Camaro and Challenger.
Considering dyno tests of the Coyote engine last year showed actual horsepower closer to , it
will be interesting to see Mustang GT dyno tests and rear wheel horsepower numbers. And this
time, all the fun stuff isn't just available on the Boss , like it was for the models. This year you
can get the cool "Track Apps", which displays important information like quarter mile and times
and compares them to previous runs. That's not all. Using the 5 way control button on the
steering wheel, you can scroll through options displayed on the 4. Manual six speed car buyers

also have the new Hill start assist , which holds the brake on the car when it's on a hill for up to
2 seconds, allowing the driver to more smoothly start moving, without worrying about
accidentally rolling backwards. If you've been dying to have a peek at the GT in action, here's a
video courtesy of the good folks at Ford. Take all the good things about the Mustang GT and
add a strong dose of race car. What do you get? The Boss Mustang of course. With updated
specs, styling and new pictures, there's too much to list here. It's all in the Boss section.
Exterior Styling and Design Changes The late 's and early models were in the heydays of Ford's
pony car styling and really helped define the shape of the big three's factory muscle car look.
Engine and Drivetrain The Mustang GT specs receive some upgrades under the hood as well on
the still practically new 5. That used to be considered race car only territory not many years
ago. Overall Specifications and Changes Coyote V8 Powered Vehicles Mustang GT weight for
standard transmission equipped coupes, is rated at 3, lbs and only a few pounds more for the
automatic cars, which tip the scales at 3, lbs. Sitemap [? All in all this is yet another great year
for the Ford factory muscle car franchise. The car was even equipped with a 3. How cool is that?
While no performance upgrades are offered as part of the package, there are plenty of visual
enhancements for drivers looking to kick things up a notch. My California Special Mustang was
loaded with several interior creature comforts. Take, for instance, the dual zone electronic
automatic temperature control system. The Mustang was also equipped with ambient lighting ,
which is a standard feature on Premium GT Mustangs. Some other noteworthy standard
features include a universal garage door opener, an electrochromic auto-dimming rear-view
mirror, SiriusXM satellite radio and a 4. With horsepower and lb. Even better was the sound of
that dual exhaust as I put my foot to the floor. On my return trip back to Los Angeles, I
navigated through the narrow two-lane mountain roads that connect Malibu to the San
Fernando Valley. The car held nicely to the road, handling twists and turns with ease. The thing,
combined with the rear seat headrests in their up position, obscures the view from the rear view
mirror , and can take some getting used. Manufacturer's Site. Jonathan Lamas. Jonathan Lamas
is a seasoned automotive journalist. Updated March 19, With just one day before its official
debut at the Los Angeles Auto Show, the Ford Mustang has been fully unveiled. Changes for the
MY include a more aggressive design with a more prominent grille, a new hood, and new LED
signature lighting. There is also an optional GT Track Package that brings an engine cooler, an
upgraded radiator, performance friction brake pads, and the same Torsen differential found on
the Mustang Boss Power for the Mustang will comes from a 5. It takes the greatness of the 5.
The company has placed an advertisement page in the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Edition that
shows a very cool Mustang and, next to it, the even hotter Dalena Henriques. Ford decided to
have a little fun and invent a model to pair with their new Mustang. Well done, Ford! The first
noticeable difference between the previous model and the MY is a new, more prominent grille
with a more powerful splitter and functional heat extractors on the hood to help move hot air out
of the engine compartment and cool the engine. The taillamps now deliver a smoked
appearance, while the headlamps will be offered with standard high-intensity discharge HID.
The Ford Mustang GT will also get two new body colors - Deep Impact Blue and Gotta Have It
Green - to go with standard 18" painted aluminum wheels or optional 19" wheels with updated
designs and new paint finishes. The seats are offered with integrated head restraints with ample
room for drivers and passengers wearing helmets when at the track. The Ford Mustang GT is
powered by a 5. The engine can be mated to an optional six-speed SelectShift Automatic
transmission that offers the driver a choice between fully automatic operation and manual
control. The package includes everything in the current Brembo Brake Package: inch vented
front discs, unique inch alloy wheels, and summer performance tires. The SS uses a 6.
Individual choices will vary depending on the brand loyalty of the customer. This Mustang is
also lined-up as the most purchased car in the United States following the Camaro. Since they
both possess good qualities on the road as well as the body kit and platform used, it is assured
that this Mustang is one of the best. However, the GT convertible premium is a different story.
Ford did a great job of making this model. This new generation of Ford Mustang GT comes with
a fresh and more prominent design and engine. There are few changes made with the
appearance, and the performance is much greater than the earlier version. Okay seriously
topspeed Wow, the Ford is doing well. This Mustang shows new sporty style that surely others
will follow. I must say that Mustang looks better than with its future competitor! Well, it is a
good thing that Mustang increased the vehicle of this new muscled car of them. I love the track
packaged that it can offer. Although, they are really both good-looking car, but Camaro had the
most powerful engine output. It looks perfect on its wheels! This Mustang is so lovely on its
looks! Well, even though Chevrolet is more powerful than on this, I would still prefer to have
this Mustang for it also has an impressive and exclusive interior. I have to agree that car lover
will surely love it more if it is on a more powerful and better engine, just like with a V10 or V12

engine. One of my friends recommended me, to see the specification of this Mustang GT. Well,
he said that this vehicle is one of the best, and now I would have to agree with him. The
packaged of this muscled is truly beyond awesome! GT Track Package is really great and no
doubt if every car lover truly loved to have this Mustang GT, and I also noticed that it is a bit
more powerful than on the other Mustang vehicle which is good for it. Even though Chevrolet
Camaro could offer a more powerful engine output, I must say that Mustang looks better than
with its future competitor! I love the powerful engine of this Mustang GT. They really justify the
name of this vehicle! However, I am wondering if what are the other impressive feature of it? It
really looks better than to other Mustangs! Although Ford Mustang is also a good looking
muscled car and had an impressive power output. I must say that I would still prefer Chevrolet
Camaro SS, for their vehicle is really looking so unique with their design! What more can I
expect for a Mustang vehicle! Well, it is already perfect and looking so fabulous on its simple
detailing, and it also had an impressive engine that is truly suited for a muscled car. Your
browser does not support HTML5 video. Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:. Ford
Mustang. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job.
And for , Ford is again appealing to our driving senses with improvements at every level. Our
focus this week is the reworked Mustang GT. It has everything you expect in a Mustang, starting
a big 5. The front end gets a malicious makeover with a tougher looking grille and front splitter.
Side rockers are now body colored on all models and there are 3 new wheel options, for a
dizzying total of 12 choices. The rear end gets a little cosmetic surgery as well, adding LED tail
lights to the sequential turn signals, bookending a now gloss black panel. There are also some
new audio options, like a Shaker Pro watt system with 9-speakers. We like that other Boss parts
have also trickled down and are now available as options, like a 3. Still, times were not quite as
quick as the last pure manual GT we tested, needing 5. We have no complaints at all about this
latest 5-point-0, however; it sounds great and revs strongly all the way to its 7, RPM red-line.
Horsepower now rates ; torque remains the same as last year at pound feet. The only thing we
could ask for would be a little more initial bite. And we averaged a fine Making for an Energy
Impact Score of The V6 automatic can now add both manual-shift mode and a Performance
Package. Sponsored By:. Watch Full Episodes. Find Showtimes. Sync is, as in other Ford
models, an excellent means of integrating phones and music players, and offers very advanced
app connectivity. The Bad The radio interface is clunky for browsing a connected device's
music library. Paddles would have made manual shifting easier with the automatic
transmission. The Bottom Line The Ford Mustang GT looks very cool and churns out tons of
power, yet its reasonable fuel economy, easy driving manners, and useful cabin tech make it a
fun daily driver. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate
our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at
our discretion. Conventional wisdom says you must trade power for fuel economy, or vice
versa. In that case, the Ford Mustang GT must be either unwise or unconventional. The newest
generation of Ford's pony car, in GT form, sticks with a V-8 engine, displacing a big 5 liters,
good for horsepower and pound-feet of torque. At the same time, the car's EPA numbers reach
18 mpg city and 25 mpg highway. I would have thought Ford had found a way to game the EPA
tests, until CNET's review car wound up with an average of 20 mpg over city, freeway, and
back-road flogging. Lacking direct injection, forced induction, or a colony of hamsters helping
to spin the crankshaft, how does Ford defy our notions of power and fuel economy? Mostly by
letting the engine run very slow in 90 percent of driving situations. Driving the Mustang GT
along freeways at 70 mph or in the city at 20 mph, the tach needle stayed resolutely under
2,rpm, usually hovering just about 1, The sweep from 2, to redline only feels the needle on those
rarer roads when you can keep the gears low and the power up. Ford also made the Mustang
GT's engine more efficient with variable intake on the valves and variable camshaft timing. An
electric power-steering unit lessens the load on the engine, yet manages to feel remarkably
natural, or at least more like a hydraulic power-steering system. The six-speed automatic
transmission helps with a high top gear and programming that looks for the most economical
ratio. As easy as that automatic transmission made driving around San Francisco, with starts
on hills that pointed approximately toward Mars, I would not choose it as an option. Beyond the
axiom that all sport cars require manual transmissions, I was never comfortable with the rocker
switch on the Mustang GT's shifter that activates manual gear selection. This little switch, with
its plus and minus symbols, worked fine when choosing a gear for a long hill descent on a
highway, but was too easily missed when going for a downshift approaching a turn. Paddles,
which the Mustang GT lacked, are far more tactile. And where some automatic transmissions
show surprising sporting capability with quick shifts, not so the Mustang GT's. Torque
converter slushiness was evident at every gear change, a little hesitation before each downshift.
However, with horsepower on tap I could leave it in third gear, suitable for all but the sharpest

S-curves and switchbacks, when pounding through twisty back roads. Ford's big claim to
tradition with the Mustang comes in sticking with a solid rear axle, which should give at least
part of the car the ride quality of a pickup truck. But Ford managed to do some good work on
this ancient rear-suspension configuration. The Mustang GT rode comfortably, although with an
oddly rubbery sensation. It felt like the car was wearing a wetsuit, with a thick coating of
neoprene between road and driver. When pushing the Mustang GT along a mountain road full of
quick turns, the car's heft was noticeable. Setting the wheel back and forth for successive turns
made the whole car shift its stance with something less than grace. Even when I didn't push the
car particularly hard in a turn, the tires complained in tortured symphony. As for the electric
power steering, I had a difficult time telling the difference from hydraulic. The steering wheel
showed good resistance when cranked over, although with a bit of loose play at center. The
Mustang GT's Track Apps feature includes a lateral g-force meter, which you can't really look at
while driving hard. One noteworthy addition to the Mustang GT is a performance computer
integrated with the instrument cluster. A nice color LCD between speedo and tach shows lateral
g-forces, along with acceleration and braking times. Notably, it does not include a lap timer,
suggesting that the car is better suited for drag races than road courses. In less-than-ideal
conditions, meaning not on a closed course and leaving the transmission in its Sport mode, I
gave the acceleration timer a try. When I simply mashed the gas pedal, the performance
computer rewarded me with a time of 5. Under more controlled circumstances, Edmunds. As
such, I easily paired my iPhone with the car and could make calls using voice command, merely
by saying the names of people in my contact list. Sync also reads incoming text messages, but
this capability unfortunately only works with a limited number of phones. Sync also gave me
voice command over any music source I plugged into the Mustang GT's USB port, letting me
request music by artist or album name, for example. Which was good, because the dashboard
interface for selecting music is extremely tedious to use. To browse my iPhone's music library, I
had to press the Menu button and then turn the tuning dial to find the Play Menu. Push the
tuning dial in for OK, then turn it to choose among the different music categories, such as artist
or album. Push it in again, then turn it to select the individual track, album, artist, or genre
desired. One more push to start playback. Yes, voice command was much easier. With the
iPhone, or just about any Android, I could have also used Bluetooth streaming for audio, but of
course there would have been no means of selecting music through the car's stereo interface.
The navigation option would have put an LCD in the dashboard, which would include a better
interface for selecting music. I have found Ford's most recent navigation system subpar, most
recently in the Focus Electric , as it takes too long for its GPS to find the car's location and the
maps take too long to refresh. Luckily, the Mustang GT still uses Ford's older, hard-drive-based
navigation system, which works much, much better. It is a worthwhile option, especially
considering that the Mustang GT can work as an everyday driver due to its ride comfort and
reasonable fuel economy. Beyond phone and music player support, Sync includes some
telematics services, such as Assist. This feature detects if the car has gotten into an accident,
and connects an emergency operator with the car through the driver's paired phone. Sync also
integrates more than 10 apps with the car, such as NPR, Pandora, and Stitcher, letting the driver
access Internet audio content using the car's own voice command and controls. This big sub
sits in the trunk of the Mustang GT, joining 2 other subs with the Shaker Pro audio upgrade. The
Mustang GT's real tech showpiece is its Shaker audio system. In CNET's car, that system was
upgraded to Shaker Pro, which not only includes two subs in the doors, but another subwoofer
in the trunk, making a total of nine speakers. Powered by a watt amp, this system was able to
get very loud
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and output impressive bass. I liked how the system's sound was barely distorted at high
volume, and the looks on pedestrians' faces as I rolled by, giving them the thumpety-thump
treatment. However, the system's midrange sounded hollow. All that wattage did not translate
into rich vocals or audio in higher frequencies. It was certainly clean-sounding, but I did not
derive the same amount of enjoyment from music as I would have from a system with better
midrange speakers. The hood rises up, giving the car a performance stance, but there was a bit
of fluff I did not like: the fake brake vents sticking out of the rear fenders. Ford should leave that
stuff for the aftermarket decorator crowd. I had more fun with the interior ambient lighting,
which could be customized to a ridiculous degree. And even cooler were the Mustang template
puddle lights, a must-have on any new Mustang. Pricing Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin tech 8.
Performance tech 7. Design 7. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica.

